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TRANSITIONAL JUSTICE AND 
PEACEBUILDING IN AFRICA:  
NEXUS OR NEMESIS?1
Muhamad Danial Azman
ABSTRACT
In what way have liberal peacebuilding interacted with the mechanisms 
commonly associated with Transitional Justice (TJ), and how has 
this enriched the debate of liberal peace and democracy in Africa? 
,n two parts this article ErieÀy elucidates the intersection Eetween 
Transitional -ustice T- and liEeral peaceEuilding The first part 
begins by revising Oliver Richmond’s four generations of practices 
in peacebuilding. A particular emphasis will be placed here on the 
fourth, most contemporary framework for liberal peacebuilding, and 
the major criticisms that it has received in Africa. The second part 
acknowledges the sustained criticism of liberal peace in Africa, which 
is key to understanding the growing relevance of the ‘justice versus 
peace¶ deEate in two specific forms of postconÀict reconstruction 
experiments in Africa. Three are: (i) transformation from peacekeeping 
to peacebuilding; (ii) a paradigm shift from the normative, liberal peace 
conviction that justice is a good project, to a legal, consequentialist 
argument that peace cannot be lastingly sustained without some 
form of criminal prosecution, resulting the increasing usage of 
human rights language in drafting peace agreements. The aims is to 
highlight the deeper affinity and deficiency that can Ee viewed as two 
sides of the same coin in the liEeral cosmopolitan approach to post
Cold War International Relations (IR): peacebuilding as a political 
project concerned with sustainable peace, and TJ as a legal project 
that concerns itself with evaluating the modes of justice during the 
transitional phase.
Keywords: Transitional justice, peacebuilding, liberal peace, 
democracy, human rights, violence, conflict, $frica
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INTRODUCTION
Most post-conflict peaceEuilding literature is normative and concerns 
itself with the ‘political question’ of rebuilding the state; meanwhile 
the Transitional Justice (TJ) literatures is mostly concerned with 
not only the ‘legal question’ of how to strengthen the rules of law, 
security and order, but also the political implication of adopting legal 
and non-legal mechanisms in post-conflict reconstruction policy.2 
“Traditionally, peacebuilding and transitional justice literatures and 
practice either have not engaged one another or have been in tension 
or even opposition.´3 The past twenty years have seen the proliferation 
of TJ mechanisms, such as criminal tribunals and truth commissions, 
which promise accountability for perpetrators and redress for victims 
in the Zake of authoritarianism and civil Zar.4 TJ efforts may include, 
but are not limited to, criminal tribunals, truth commissions, lustration, 
institutional reforms, puElic memorials, reparations, and amnesties.5 
The origins of TJ can be traced back to the post-World War 
Two tribunals in Nuremberg and Tokyo respectively, where, for the 
first time, responsiEility for large-scale human rights violations and 
mass atrocities was attributed to political perpetrators (individual 
accountaEility) rather than sovereign states (collective accountaEility).6 
With the development of the ad-hoc tribunal in the former Yugoslavia 
(1993) and Rwanda (1994) and the establishment of permanent body 
of the International Criminal Court (ICC) (2003), the UN promoted a 
theme of peaceEuilding through laZ.7 The 2004 UN report on the Rules 
of /aw and Transitional -ustice in ConÀict and 3ostconÀict Societies 
has arguably ‘neologized’ the international liberal peacebuilding 
agenda in terms of not only addressing the political complexity of the 
peace process, Eut also the legal comple[ity of Zar-torn societies.8 
“Much ink has been spilled on the purposes and content of both 
transitional justice and peacebuilding, and both concepts continue to 
evolve.´9 
Drawing from the recent international determinations to resolve 
various crises in $frica, this paper focuses on the increasing interaction 
between two sides of the same coin of international intervention: TJ 
and post-conflict peaceEuilding as part of the liEeral cosmopolitan 
agenda that has endured since the end of the Cold :ar. The interaction 
EetZeen these tZo fields is of crucial concern here, and an e[amination 
of hoZ the process of addressing political crisis in $frica is µEecoming¶ 
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increasingly relevant to a debate that is commonly associated with TJ: 
hoZ to implement the T- mechanism through peaceEuilding practices.10 
In this article, the discussion draws from the secondary literature 
aEout managing crisis in $frica and the author¶s recent semi-structure 
interviews in Kenya, Ethiopia and Sierra Leone as an attempt to 
critically advance an understanding of how two different fields 
collude or entZined. The first part Eegins Ey revising Richmond¶s 
four generations of practices in peaceEuilding and its discontents.11 $ 
particular emphasis will be placed here on the fourth, most contemporary 
framework for liberal peacebuilding, and the major criticisms that it 
has received in $frica. )inally, the article acknoZledges the sustained 
criticism of liEeral peace in $frica, Zhich is key to understanding the 
groZing relevance of the µjustice versus peace¶ deEate in tZo specific 
forms of post-conflict reconstruction e[periments in $frica. )irstly, 
transformation from peacekeeping to peacebuilding, and secondly, 
a paradigm shift from the normative, liberal peace conviction that 
justice is a good project, to a legal, consequentialist argument that 
peace cannot be lastingly sustained without some form of criminal 
prosecution, resulting the increasing usage of human rights language 
in peaceEuilding. The aim is to highlight the deeper affinity and 
deficiency that can Ee vieZed as tZo sides of the same coin in the 
liberal cosmopolitan approach to post-Cold War International Relations 
(IR): peacebuilding as a political project concerned with sustainable 
peace, and TJ as a legal project that concerns itself with evaluating 
the modes of justice during the transitional phase. 
LIBERAL PEACEBUILDING AND ITS CRITICS IN AFRICA
The end of the Cold War marked an increased focus on intra-state 
conflicts. $s a result, there Zas an increase in the international 
determination to resolve these conflicts through peaceEuilding missions, 
rather than Ey adopting policies that lead to territorial distriEution.12 
The demise of superpoZer conflicts contriEuted to a proliferation of 
international peaceEuilding projects.13 $lthough the concept itself 
was not novel, it received considerable attention from international 
policymakers and commentators with the 1992 publication of the 
UN’s Agenda for 3eace, in Zhich peaceEuilding is defined as ³action 
to identify and support structures which will tend to strengthen and 
solidify peace in order not to relapse into conflict.´14 The concept was 
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later enriched Ey the  81 Report, Zhich signified its importance 
in navigating international peace operations in various conflict zones, 
scattered over four continents.15 What is prevalently termed as ‘liberal 
peacebuilding’ in Paris’ analysis of the features of ‘democratization 
and marketization’ that have been evident in peace operations since 
the 1990 is a call for international society to recognize the ‘liberal 
agenda’ in various peace operations including peacekeeping, the rules 
of law, human rights, humanitarian intervention, immediate election, 
open market economy, constitutional Zriting, poZer sharing and T-.16 
Yet, as the peace missions became entangled with more complex 
questions of politics, human rights and security, they came under a 
sustained barrage of criticism from critical peacebuilding scholarship 
(CPS) about the heavy involvement of external actors, the recurring 
cycle of violent conflict and the overreaching goals of peaceEuilding 
missions.17 )or instance, the recurring cycle of violent conflict in 
eastern Democratic Republic of Congo (2008) and similar features 
of protracted conflict in RZanda () are visiEle in the recent 
crisis of Ivory Coast (2011) and South Sudan (2012), since there is 
continual disagreement as to what types of peacebuilding activities 
should Ee prioritized.18 Part of the problem lies in the scholarly debate 
surrounding liberal peacebuilding, in which academics are either for 
(in the case of those who advocate the problem-solving approach) or 
against (those who advocate the CPS) the normative foundation of 
current peaceEuilding Eased on liEeral peace theses.19 
Perhaps the works of Richmond shed some light on the various 
types of peace that have existed and been connected to the various 
aforementioned peace operations.20 The overlooked analysis of liberal 
peacebuilding, and the convenient tendency of IR scholarship to 
analyze state-building and its dependency on violence throughout 
‘European history’, have overshadowed the crucial term of ‘peace’ 
itself.21 Consequently, according to Richmond, the ‘mainstream IR 
theorists¶ defined peace as Eeing opposite to Zar, and focused solely 
on the state formation’s and its institutional arrangements to secure 
legitimacy, thus discrediting the role of various agents that operated 
under the radar of the state at the local level.22 To Richmond, the 
understanding of peacebuilding must be distinguished from the 
predominant understanding of liberal peacebuilding, and institutional 
approaches that tend to focus on state-Euilding.23 Indeed, in his thesis 
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on post-conflict peaceEuilding in Sierra /eone, Tom confirms that the 
focus that has been placed on state-building in various peacebuilding 
projects in $frica since the events of the th SeptemEer of .24 
This is particularly apparent in countries that are internationally 
and quantitatively ‘ranked’ as weak states by the United States, as 
Zitnessed in $fghanistan, IraT and the +orn of $frica.25
To propose that it is necessary to distinguish between state-
building and peacebuilding is not to make the radical proposal that 
peacebuilding can be developed without a state; rather, it is to highlight 
that besides the task of rebuilding a state based on a “Western historical 
model«, realist theoretical approaches (e.g. Morgenthau, :altz, etc.), 
to sociology (Weber, Tilly), anthropology (Evans-Pritchard, Radcliffe-
%roZn), history, and economics (.eynes, Mar[, )riedman),´26 there is 
also an argument to be made that it is dependent on various agencies 
that appear at the national and sub-national levels, and which are 
endogenous to the peaceEuilding processes itself. This Erings us 
to the Richmond’s conceptualization of the four major generations 
of peaceEuilding: the first generation of realists Zho emerged from 
predominantly positivist traditions of negative peace, and who believe 
that conflict is inevitaEle Eut manageaEle the second generation of 
scholars of liEeral institutionalism in peace and conflict resolution 
the third generation of liberal peacebuilding studies conducted 
from the policymaker’s perspective, incorporating the imposition of 
governance and the top-doZn approach finally, there is the generation 
of critical peacebuilding, with its critics of ‘peace-as-governance’ and 
their demands for a broader reconceptualization of peacebuilding as 
the means Ey Zhich conflict resolution is transformed into conflict 
transformation Ey using the Eottom-up approach.27 The recent growth 
in the literature of the fourth generation of CPS opens up further 
avenues in examining the various activities of peace and justice at 
the local level. To a certain e[tent, this recent groZth is connected to 
the critics of the liberal peacebuilding practices applied in an attempt 
to put an end to the uEiTuitous outEreaks of violent conflict in $frica. 
Given the call for a further critical review of liberal peacebuilding 
by CPS, there has been a marked dearth of studies on the impact of such 
peaceEuilding processes in $frica.28 +oZever, a groZing line of study 
that criticizes liEeral peaceEuilding in $frica confirms that the deEate 
on liberal peace has a tendency to tenaciously follow the argument that 
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“development is dependent on democracy, and democracy supports 
peace and staEility, further encouraging development.´29 Ironically, 
Zhat has come to Ee identified as µinternational determinism¶ since 
the introduction of the Structural $djustment Policy (S$P) template 
(1980) has similarly featured the imposition of procedural democracy 
or multiparty system of democracy (1990) through aid sanctions, as 
Zell as recent T- e[periments in civil Zars.30 The results of these 
processes are inimical, but the cost of securing order and security 
remained high throughout their implementation, and what has been 
established so far is a ‘virtual peace’31 or a ‘technocratic peace’32. 
This type of peace seemingly functions at the surface level of the 
post-colonial state and is manifested by the ruling elite’s rhetorical 
commitment to peace, Zhich does not actually Eenefit those Zho Zere 
suEjected to violence.33 
Liberal peacebuilding missions have continually failed to 
transform the neo-patrimonial logic of the state in the post-conflict 
environments of $ngola, /iEeria, MozamEiTue, RZanda and South 
Sudan, and have inevitably produced unintended consequences of 
renewed violence, unequal access to economic resources, illiberal 
poZer alternation and flaZed elections.34 Liberal peace have not only 
failed to reform the neo-patrimonial system that caused the crisis, 
have continually relied on the existence of such a system (because 
of the lack of internal hegemony) in securing immediate peace and 
compromising Zith peace spoilers.35 
Consequently, the contextualization of peacebuilding in a neo-
liberal sense “is conventionally understood as principally a product 
of force, patronage, and power, including external power (as in 
post-colonial $frica), rather than recognition or to achieve a range of 
core functions.´36 $s a result, the study of reEuilding a state in Paul 
Collier¶s Tui[otic terming of µdangerous places like $frica¶37 has not 
only ignored what Curtis and Dzinesa38 identify as ‘power relations’ 
and ‘local ownership’, but also resembles the déjà vu evidence that the 
“[p]ost-colonial processes of state formation are, in particular, assumed 
to imply an illiberal social contract where state resources are used 
in various ways to support elites and to buy off citizens, preserving 
local patterns of poZer responsiEle«.´39 In this case, the ‘patterns of 
power’ are responsible for the repressive state that had existed before 
the eruption of the crisis. 
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2Zing to such deficiencies of liEeral peace in $frica, I argue that 
the above mentioned key debates surrounding liberal peacebuilding 
and its critics in $frica are indicative of the groZing trend Zhere recent 
post-conflict peaceEuilding intervention µEecoming¶ as parts of the T- 
efforts. This gives an indication of Zhy there is a Zidespread concern 
that the international attempts to secure peace and democracy may 
plausibly intersected with efforts to address criminal accountability 
and mass atrocity in Zimbabwe40, Nigeria41, the Ivory Coast42, Mali43 
and Libya44 in their attempts to deal Zith their crises. 'ue to an 
increasing emphasis on the rule of law and peacebuilding practices, 
liEeral peace model of conflict resolutions have come to Ee associated 
with a vague demand for criminal accountability at the expense of TJ 
mechanisms.45 2ne of the oddities of this post-conflict reconstruction 
model is the multiple, hybrid mechanisms of TJ; and the intersection of 
its mechanism Zith an international peaceEuilding agenda.46 This has 
expanded the general understanding of justice, which now seems ideal 
in theory Eut elusive in practice. This trend should not Ee neglected, 
and the increasing nexus and nemesis between ‘justice and peace’ is 
discussed ne[t. 
FROM PEACEMAKING TO PEACEBUILDING
In relation to the above discussion of the recent developments in the 
field of peaceEuilding, it is important to rememEer that, since the s, 
it has had an increasingly profound effect on the development of T-. 
2ne instance in Zhich it has e[erted its influence on the latter can Ee 
seen in *altung¶s research on µnegative peace¶.47 Negative peace is 
a condition that is achieved in the absence of war or direct violence, 
while positive peace refers to the absence of structural conditions 
that may produce a protracted conflict. Indeed, *altung¶s e[tended 
definition of violence and conflict leads to an e[tended definition of 
peaceEuilding and T-.48 By connecting violence to the structure of 
society, peacebuilding is understood to constitute a wide range of 
activities, including a focus on justice. ³PeaceEuilding tools such as 
judicial liberal reform, reform of the security forces and the inclusion 
of former rebels and vetted former members of security forces are 
also often e[plicitly tied to processes of transitional justice.´49 )or 
instance, the UN’s peacemaking missions in Rwanda have seen an 
increased application of international law in responding to the long-
term objectives of peacebuilding visjvis T- mechanisms.50 +oZever, 
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the e[pansion of peaceEuilding to include T- creates a further difficulty 
in evaluating its success. 
In assessing the ineffectiveness of peacebuilding missions in 
Rwanda, Zartman have observed that the chief problem lies in the way 
that peaceEuilding has Eeen promoted.51 These peacebuilding missions 
Zere made more complicated Ey the inclusion of T- in their oEjectives. 
The missions in Rwanda were complicated by the implementation of 
the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR) and the Gacaca 
courts. Initially, the 8nited 1ations $ssistance Mission for RZanda 
(81$MIR) Zas enforced in order to facilitate the $rusha agreements. 
+oZever, through 81 resolutions , 81$MIR¶s oEjectives Zere 
broadened to include assisting the Rwandan government with justice 
and reconciliation.52 The integration of the ICTR into the peacebuilding 
missions has been criticized for getting the rhetoric right, but the 
strategy Zrong. Since its inception, the ICTR has cost nearly one 
billion pounds, but has only succeeded in putting forty-three people 
Eehind Ears. There have Eeen tZelve others indicted, Eut the court 
subsequently freed the after the judges dismissed their cases on the 
Easis of legal technicality errors.53 
In short, there has been continued criticism of not only the 
increased expenditure of the court, but also of the slow implementation 
of justice measures for estaElishing peace and enaEling reconciliation.54 
$lthough immediate peace has Eeen restored since then, the difficulty 
of achieving retributive justice in Rwanda strengthens the perception 
that peaceEuilding is highly unlikely to restore peace in the long-term.55 
This galvanizes the issues of the existing debate between peace and 
justice in the post-conflict reconstruction agenda.
F R O M  L I B E R A L C O S M O P O L I TA N  TO  L E G A L 
CONSEQUENTIALIST: IMPLEMENTING HUMAN RIGHTS 
IN PEACEBUILDING MISSIONS
In framing the relationship between peacebuilding and TJ, arguably, 
Eoth share a liEeral cosmopolitan vision of IR.56 Being a product of the 
Western Enlightenment, the liberal institutionalist project of the 20th 
century prioritizes “political freedom, democracy and constitutionally 
guaranteed rights, and [advocates] the liberty of the individual and 
eTuality Eefore the laZ,´57 whereas cosmopolitanism can be understood 
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as being an ideology based on a “consciousness of being a citizen of 
the Zorld.´ It is a projection of a ³ZorldZide community of human 
Eeings,´ Zhich ³seeks to reframe human activity and entrench it in 
laZ, rights, and responsiEilities,´ therefore upholding the ³irreduciEle 
moral status of each and every person.´58 $s a result, a comEination 
of liberal cosmopolitanism’s emphasis upon individual human beings, 
seeks to challenge the state’s exclusive position as the primary moral 
actor in IR.59 
By the end of the Cold War, the transition from state security 
to human security has provided international space for the liberal 
cosmopolitan conviction of the necessity of bringing the law in 
peaceEuilding, humanitarian crisis management and T-. This 
ideology has inspired international attempts to pursue justice through 
peacebuilding; the general view is now that the quest for justice is 
part of the original vision of peaceEuilding. Indeed, the 81 strongly 
emphasizes that there is no peace Zithout criminal prosecution. 
The transition from the process of securing peace agreement to that 
of establishing a long-term peacebuilding project necessitates the 
administering of some forms of justice.60 
Most important among these is criminal prosecution, since the 
causes of violence are often related to impunity. Impunity is inherent 
in the renewed cycle of violence, and addressing impunity with certain 
judicial measures is a precondition to deterring future conflict.61 In 
sentencing Charles Taylor, the Special Court for Sierra Leone (SCSL) 
acknowledged that the primary objectives of justice were retribution 
and deterrence. 2Eviously, retriEution Zas emphasized Ey the SCS/ 
in order to acknowledge international concerns about the serious 
violations of human rights.62 The consequence of the verdicts also 
indicates that the retributive energies of the SCSL need to be tempered 
by the restorative aims of the Sierra Leone’s Truth and Reconciliation 
Commission (TRC).63 This is so that any future violations can be 
deterred with the help of both the restorative and retributive elements 
of T- mechanisms. These goals are in line Zith those of international 
agents, who side with liberal cosmopolitanism in their conviction 
that justice and peace must Ee pursued simultaneously. The pursuit 
of justice in the signing of the recent peace agreement in Zimbabwe 
and .enya demonstrates the aEove argument.64 
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While the traditional positions of TJ practitioners have 
always maintained the importance of the impartiality of justice in 
peacebuilding, the ICC’s prosecutor, Bensouda, goes on to claim that 
³>p@eace and justice are tZo sides of the same coin.´65 In line with 
Bensouda’s claim, Kenyan human rights activists argue that justice 
could Ee a means of preventing future election violence.66 +oZever, 
the increasing appearance of ICC officers in nearly every crisis in 
$frica has marked a normative shift from the simple moral advocacy 
of justice toZards a legal conseTuentialist approach. To a certain e[tent, 
this challenges the e[istential functionality or legitimacy of the ICC.67 
Pursuing justice in the midst of conflict is usually a matter of 
political compromise, as almost every agent has a different conception 
of Zhat constitutes a just society. The aims of recent .enyan diplomatic 
missions to the UN Security Council (UNSC) may seem contradictory 
to the argument presented by Bensouda and the Kenyan human rights 
activist.68 The mission requests the UNSC to terminate the ICC’s 
intervention on the basis that the pursuit of justice is destabilizing the 
security of the country. :hile the 81SC may dismiss .enya¶s reTuest 
as being more about shielding impunity than maintaining security 
(since the ICC’s chief suspect is currently sitting as Kenya’s head of 
the state), the request obviously espouses the view that the pursuit of 
justice is incompatiEle Zith estaElishing peace.69
Nevertheless, the debate about the relationship between peace 
and justice constitutes a paradigm shift in justifying the reasons for the 
international policymaker to promote T- through peaceEuilding. The 
moral, liberal cosmopolitan argument that justice is simply a ‘good 
project’ has developed into a legal consequentialist argument, which 
asserts that the pursuit of justice is a ‘requirement for establishing 
peace¶.70 Consequentialist arguments have therefore contributed to a 
broader understanding of TJ, in which the pursuit of justice (through 
the ICC) is not only about dealing with past atrocities, but is also a kind 
of ‘bargaining chip’ that shapes the formulation of the power-sharing 
deal in .enya and humanitarian intervention in /iEya.71 
MeanZhile, the increase in the ratifications of international 
human rights documents has helped to facilitate the co-existence of 
human rights and humanitarian laZs in peaceEuilding missions. In 
particular, this has been achieved through the integration of various 
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international human rights documents with the enforcement of the 
Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court (ICC).72 $s a result, 
this has produced an increased focus on the language of human rights 
in peaceEuilding missions across the gloEe. +uman rights provide a 
type of language Zith Zhich a post-conflict reconstruction agenda can 
conte[tualize T-, violation and crimes against humanity.73 
By the 1990s, only a few of the peacebuilding missions that 
ended civil war had included amnesty bargains, such as the peace 
processes in /iEeria () and Sierra /eone (). 8nfortunately, 
the particular amnesty bargains within these peace processes were not 
recognized by international human rights and criminal law, and could 
not Ee isolated from the gloEalizing norms of crimes against humanity. 
$s a result, the SCS/ did not recognize the amnesty Eargain that Zas 
produced Ey the /ome Peace $ccord.74 Learning from the pitfalls of 
the Sierra Leone peace process, all subsequent mediations of peace 
processes and power-sharing arrangements in Sudan, Uganda, Burundi, 
Zimbabwe, Ivory Coast and Kenya have prescribed a notably limited 
amnesty (in some cases abandoned afterwards), calling for more 
criminal indictments, trials, institutional reforms and reconciliations 
on a national level. 
By 2000, most peacebuilding missions under the banner of the 
81 and the $8 had Eegun to integrate various T- measures as part 
of effecting the transition to peace. )or e[ample, around the time of 
Kenya’s attempt to deal with postelection violence, TJ appeared to be 
a predominant theme of peaceEuilding. Particularly, South $frica¶s 
TRC and the ICC¶s  cases mostly reinforced the 81, the $frican 
Union and Kenyan civil society’s perceptions that a viable solution 
to post-election violence could only be found in the integration of TJ 
as part of the poZer sharing deal.75 
+ence, the interaction EetZeen T- and liEeral peaceEuilding 
exhibits a precarious condition for navigating law and politics in 
post-conflict reconstruction studies. +oZever, I also suggests that the 
success of this interaction depends on the ability of the international 
society to understand that a liberal cosmopolitan conviction of justice, 
peace, reconciliation, accountability and mitigating impunity via TJ 
mechanisms–the ICC and the TRC–has not addressed the needs of the 
victims or succeeded in combating the infamous legacy of impunity in 
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$frican Politics. The utilitarian approach to understanding retriEutive 
and restorative theories of TJ is inimical and univariate, and excludes 
the local political contingency of $frican history. ConseTuently, it 
fails to provide a sound understanding of the power relations and 
local ownership of the ICC and TRC in the neo-patrimonial logic of 
$frican politics. 
When implemented in liberal peacebuilding paradigms, advocates 
of TJ argue that its mechanism facilitates a wider access to justice 
and promotes greater democratization. <et there is a need of future 
research to illuminate how TJ becomes part of the existing attempts 
to implement democratization, rather than signifying democratic 
transition in $frica. There is an overZhelming tendency in the literature 
of TJ to treat TJ experiments in post-authorities environment in Latin 
$merica and Eastern European countries as similar to the current 
situation concerning the consolidation of democracy and post-conflict 
peaceEuilding in $frican countries. :hile integrating T- Zith Eroader 
liberal peacebuilding concerns leads to broader institutional reforms 
projects, as are currently being witnessed in Kenya, Sierra Leone, 
Ivory Coast and Libya, evidence to this date suggested that neither the 
ICC nor the TRC proceedings are directly connected to the victims’ 
ordinary or everyday understanding of justice and reconciliation.76
CONCLUSION
In terms of theory and practice, both peacebuilding and TJ have been 
isolated from each other in the past but now share certain common 
assumptions about rescuing victims or members of the population 
Zho live in the conflict zone. Therefore, it can Ee argued that T- and 
liberal peacebuilding have become entangled, and share a deeper 
affinity Zith the liEeral cosmopolitan ideas of post-Cold :ar IR. The 
peacebuilding objectives of addressing impunity, strengthening the rule 
of law and drafting constitutions provides a plausible explanation of the 
present and future direction of researching TJ through peacebuilding 
practices. It can Ee concluded that, Zhile the interaction EetZeen 
TJ and peacebuilding is provided with a nexus by epistemological 
assumptions about victimhood, TJ and peacebuilding can also become 
nemeses when their hybrid practices are not connected to the victim 
actual needs and concerns. 
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The debate about the most suitable mechanism with which to 
deal with the past atrocity as part of the liberal peacebuilding agenda 
has ventured into dangerous terrain, in which TJ is recognized as a 
permissible form of justice despite being indeterminate in forming 
a realistic strategy for post-conflict reconstruction. The adoption of 
TJ through peacebuilding practices provides a unique view of justice 
during the transitional period as an exceptional instance of law in 
post-conflict societies. +oZever, the danger of vieZing T- in this 
Zay lies in the agents¶ tendency to manipulate human rights. 2nce 
it has been deemed to be ‘transitional’, TJ can be characterized as 
Eeing Eeyond the straightforZard understanding of justice. The deep, 
normative commitment to human rights language reduces TJ to a 
strategic toolkit, or a mechanism that is up for grabs for any powerful 
actor or peace-spoiler that wishes to wage war, prosecute enemies, or 
manipulate victims. 
The conseTuence for $frica is very oEvious here: the comple[ 
task of resolving the political crisis confirms the increasing necessity of 
an interesting interaction EetZeen T- and liEeral peaceEuilding. <et the 
interaction EetZeen Eoth fields has generated more of an international 
engagement Zith $frica¶s heterogeneous societies in the long-term, 
Eut in the short-term it has duplicated the e[isting deficiencies of the 
technocratic and institutional focus on good governance, the S$Ps¶ 
templates, democratic reforms and human rights struggles. The pursuit 
of TJ through liberal peacebuilding practices reveals the complexity 
of restoring order, and that the rule of law is heavily conditioned 
Ey politics. )or instance, navigating laZ and politics in Eoth T- and 
peaceEuilding confirms Cameron¶s identification of the µfascinating 
intricacy’ of the interaction between institutions of international law 
and international politics in post-genocide environment of RZanda.77 
Cameron concludes that an understandings of politics as the act of 
manipulation by the international elite is not immediately obvious to 
the casual oEserver. Such a tacit understanding of poZer and politics 
results in the creation of circumstances in which the western countries’ 
ability to perform the immediate tasks of upholding human rights and 
preventing genocide is highly influenced Ey their geostrategic and 
economic interests in $frica. 
In current ICC’s situation in Kenya, the moribund state of the 
ICC’s judicial administration, and the inconsistent stances of the 
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western partners in relation to its proceedings, reveal the ‘fascinating 
intricacy¶ EetZeen laZ and politics.78 Evidence from the TJ experiments 
in RZanda, Sierra /eone, /iEya and .enya has confirmed that Zhile 
the ‘increased judicialization’ of the liberal peace means of dealing 
with mass atrocities has marked the imperative locations of global 
constitutional order as imposed by international policymakers, the 
corrective approach to the flaZs of one-size-for-all solutions has not 
only repeatedly failed to recognize the problem to maintaining peace 
Ey using a top-doZn approach, Eut that these flaZs are also apparent in 
the form of legal pluralism.79 ‘Pluralism’ is used here in the sense that 
various T- mechanisms ³represent a diversification and localization 
that moves aZay from international centralized modes of justice,´ and 
that Zhat is comprehended as rooted from $frica ³operates alongside 
formal institutions, Zhether national or international.´80 In such 
instances, legal pluralist approached to liberal peace and TJ resembles 
the dual practices of laZ and political order during the colonial time. 
This renewed the post-colonial sentiments and hostile receptions of 
the ICC among the $8 leaders.
Equally important is the fact that, while the ICC’s quest to deliver 
justice is largely conditioned Ey e[ternal politics, the $frican ruling 
class played a significant role in oEstructing the justice cascade.81 
The deEate surrounding T- and liEeral peace in $frica challenges 
the tacit assumption that the agent (the $frican leader) is a passive 
bystander, and is systematically victimized by the preordained 
structure of the post-colonial state system and the imposition of 
international order upon $frican society. Indeed, since the period of 
independence, the nature of the states has evolved. Their leaders are 
now capable of making strategic calculations; of exploiting certain 
liberal cosmopolitan agendas in foreign policy (such as those of the 
ICC and TJRC); of hiding under the peculiar cloak of post-colonialism 
Ey romanticizing the uniTueness of $frican societies, and of rejecting 
a Zider call for reforms and denying the victim¶s rights.82 
The current ICC¶s hostile receptions among the $frican leaders 
have reinvigorated an all-too-familiar debate about the misleading 
trade-off between accountability and impunity, or between justice and 
peace. Such misleading trade-off e[hiEited in 9injamuri¶s criticism 
of the proponents of the µjustice cascade¶ in international politics.83 In 
her critical reflection on Sikkink¶s famous thesis concerning justice 
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cascade,84 she describe the moribund nature of ICC’s proceedings in 
Kenya and Libya, suggesting them as a ‘justice casket’ rather than 
a justice cascade. This illustrates a clear indication of the dilemma 
of striking a balance between moral utopia and realpolitik in human 
rights agenda.
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